Non-local communication among position based qubits is described for the system of the quantum electromagnetic resonator entangled to two semiconductor electrostatic qubits via interaction between matter and radiation by Jaynes-Cummings tight-binding Hamiltonian. Principle of quantum communication between position dependent qubits is explained. Further prospects of model development are given. The obtained results bring foundation for the construction of quantum internet and quantum communication networks between position based qubits that are implmentable in semiconductor single electron devices and in particular in current CMOS technologies.
I. TECHNOLOGICAL MOTIVATION
Single-electron semiconductor devices are now actively researched for their potential in realization of quantum computers (QC), and especially for the implementation of single-chip CMOS QCs fully integrated with their surrounding electronics. They were studied by Fujisawa [6] , Petta [7] , Leipold [3] , Giounanlis [4] , Pomorski [5] and many others. On the other hand, one of the most successful model in condensed matter physics is Hubbard model and its special case known as tightbinding model [8] . We consider a two-energy-level system of position-based qubit in a tight-binding approach that is predessor of Hubbard model as depicted in Fig.1 .
The Hamiltonian of this system is given aŝ
The HamiltonianĤ(t) eigenenergies E 1 (t) and E 2 (t) with E 2 (t) > E 1 (t) are given as with t s12 (t) = t sr (t) + it si (t):
and energy eigenstates |E 1 (t) and |E 2 (t) have the following form
Last expressions can be written in the compact form
Setting t si (t) = 1, t sr (t) = 0 and E p1 (t) = E p2 (t) = E p we obtain
what brings Hadamard matrix as relating q-state in position base and in energy base, where E 1(2) n = 1 √ 2 E 1 (2) . If we associate logical state 0 with occupancy of node 1 (spanned by |x 1 ) and logical state 1 with occupancy of node 2 spanned by |x 2 then Hadamard operation on logical state 0 brings occupancy of E 2 (so it is spanned by |E 2 ) and Hadamard operation on logical state 1 brings entire occupancy of energy level E 1 (that is spanned by |E 1 ).
It shall be underlined that in the most simple case of position based qubit E p1 = E p2 = E p = constans 1 and t s12 = |t| = constans 2 and
and it implies oscillation of probabilities for electron presence at node 1 and 2 with frequency 2|t| = E 2 − E 1 , where |c E1 | 2 (|c E2 | 2 ) is the probability for the quantum state to be in the groud (excited) state.
II. NON-LOCAL REALISM IN QUANTUM MECHANICAL

PICTURE
Quantum mechanics gives only probabilistic description of physical processes what does not support classical determinism but only stochastic determinism. Given particle can be localized in certain area of space as when it is in the potential minimum that is around certain point or can be distributed over big area as it is the case of conductive electron in metal. Once the measurement is conducted on the particle its position can be determined very exactly but at the prize that particle momentum is highly perturbed and essentialy infomation about particle momentum is lost. In that way one cannot fully determine both position and momentum of the particle what is expressed in the non-commutation relation between momentum and position and it leads to the Heisenberg principle. The phenomena that one cannot determine position and momentum of the particle is commonly known from wave mechanics. Under the circumstance of particle being localized or delocalized the particles interact what affects the probability distribution. In very real sense quantum particle is like classical particle under very high noise so it is pointless to talk about the individual particle position but it makes sense to talk about probability of finding particle in given ensemble of particles. We use to say that canonical ensemble is attached to the individual behaviour of particle. Thus dealing with conglomerate of particles we are dealing with statistical ensemble [of single particle] attached to another statistical ensemble of environment in which the given particle is placed. Such reasoning indeed draws analogies of statistical mechanics with quantum mechanics. At some point one can say that there is no big difference between quantum mechanical or classical particle under the impact of external potential. Local principle holds for both classical and quantum pictures and two particles interact if they are close one to another. Coulomb electrostatic energy has the same formula both in classical and in quantum picture. However first main difference is the fact that quantum particle can be subjected to the self-interference as it is the case of two slit experiment when given wave (quantum particle) appears in certain regions with higher probability (higher wave intensity) and in other regions with lower probability. Selfinterference requires that wavefunction of given particle is coherent what is strongly dependent on the environment. Self interference has classical counterpart in the theory of waves as given electromagnetic wave can interfere with itself. There is however the effect that has no classical counterpart in quantum picture and is named as entanglement that is the manifestation of non-local correlation. In classical physics it is however not suprising that when two particles are interacting the change of state of one particle brings the change of state of another particle. However the surprising aspect is when two particles being at very high distances are essentially no interacting and change of the state of one of particles is affecting the state of another particles in immediate way. Such event is called spooky action on the distance and is the example of non-local correlation that can only occur in quantum theory and is the manifestation of particle entanglement. In this work we will describe the entanglement between waveguide and position based qubits as well as entanglement between two far position based qubits mediated by waveguide.Most common picture of entanglement is illustrated by the Bell states. Bells states among position based qubit and quantum electromagnetic cavity are naturally given in this work especially when we approach the limit of strong electromagnetic cavity-position dependent qubit interaction what is only partly achievable only in the condition of qubit placed directly in the center of cavity. First approach shall consider the perturbative interaction of resonant cavity and position based qubit.
III. INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC CAVITY WITH
POSITION DEPENDENT QUBIT
We are now making strong assumption that we are given the electromagnetic cavity (EC) that mantains quantum coherence and at the same time we are dealing with position based semiconductor qubit that maintains its own quantum coherence and that those two physical objects are interacting in coherent way. We are going to use Jaynes-Cumming Hamiltonian [1] that describes the interactiton atom with cavity by means of electromagnetic field. In the simplest approach the cavity Hamiltonian without dissipation (as it can be preassumed for the electromagnetic cavities with very high quality factor) is represented as
whereâ † (â) is the photon creation (annihilation) operator and number of photons in cavity is given as n =â †â . At the same we can represent the two level qubit system
The interaction Hamilonian is of the following form
where σ − = σ 1 − iσ 2 , σ + = σ 1 + iσ 2 are expressed by Pauli matrices. The qubity-cavity interaction has the electric-dipole nature so quasiclassicaly we can write
It is worh mentioning that H qubit−cavity is time dependent since electromagnetic field oscillates in electromagnetic cavity. Also the electron in position based qubits oscillates between two positions with its natural frequency that can be tunned by changing the height of potential barrier between neighbouring quantum dots [18] . We have neglected g(σ −â + σ +â † ) and our approach is known as rotating phase description of matter radiation interaction. Constant g is depending on the distance Fig. 1 . Basic concept of position based qubit [5] and its correspondence to Bloch sphere [18] . between waveguide and position-dependent qubit as depicted Fig.2 . During photon emission from qubit the energy level is lowered and reversely during photon absorption the energy level of qubit is raised what is seen in the termâσ + . The system Hamiltonian is given as H = H cavity + H qubit + H qubit−cavity . It is not hard to construct the Hilbert space for Jaynes-Cumming Hamiltonian. Essentially we are considering the tensor product of qubit Hilbert space and electromagnetic cavity space.
Here |g and |e stands for E g and E e energetic state of position based qubit, while |φ 1 and |φ 2 stands for cavity in ground and excited state. We have the following matrices
what implies
The last Hamiltonian gives 4 eigenstates and one has two nonentangled states |E 1 and |E 2
and two entangled states exist due to non-zero g 2 coefficient and |E 3 are given as
and |E 4 eigenstate is given as
and one obtains 4 corresponding eigenenergies of the form
In all cases E 2 > E 1 . We recognize that state correponding to eigenenergies E 3 and E 4 are entangled states of matter and radiation while states correponding to eigenenergies E 1 and E 2 are non-entangled states of matter and radiation. In particular if state E 3 is subjected to the measurment of number of photons and value 1 was encountered than it implies that position based qubit is in the excited state correspondig to the energy E e . Otherwise if the number of photon is encountered to be 2 than the state of qubit is enconuntered to be E g .
A. Case of 2 qubits interaction via waveguide on the distance and teleportation on the distance
We have the following Hamiltonian for 2 qubits interacting with waveguide in the case when qubit 1 is relatively far from qubit 2. If waveguide has L lenght and c is speed of signal propagation along waveguide we have ∆t = L/c and Hamiltonian is of the form:
It is formally system of 3 interating quantum bodies (qubit1)-(waveguide)-(qubit2) in which qubit 1 cannot directly interact with qubit 2 and the quantum state has the form
There is presence of 2 functions f (t) and f (t + ∆t). Here ∆t is dependent on the distance between two holes in electromagnetic cavity as depicted in Fig2. The normalization condition is fullfilled |α 1 (t)| 2 + ..|α 8 (t)| 2 = 1. The system Hamiltonian matrixĤ s is of the structure as given beloŵ
This matrix can be simplified. We can preassume that g 1 f 1 (t) = gf (t)e id1(t) and g 2 f 2 (t) = gf (t)e id2(t) and we can divide all matrix by this value. Second simplification is by
In such case we obtain simplified Hamiltonian aŝ
It shall be underlined that is g 1 and g 2 are proportional to the electric field in the resonator cavity so they are depending on frequency of oscillations and amplitude of electric field in resonator cavity. If we are dealing with 2 or more qubits we assume that they are at coupled to EM field in different way and that they catch oscillating EM field at different phase what is expressed by phase factors e id1(t) and e id2(t) . Differen values of d 1 (t) and d 2 (t) are dependent on the distance between holes in the electromagnetic activity depicted in Fig.2 . The last Hamiltonian matrix has the following energy eigenvalues
In general case g 1 is depending on how waveguide with hole is close to the position dependent qubit. Otherwise position dependent qubit must be placed in resonant cavity. We denote normalized states with n, so |E k n = |E k N k is the normalized state |E k . All eight energy eigenestates are given below
and with assumptions E p = E p1 = E p2 = E p1 = E p2 we obtain
,
(|E φ1 |g 1 |e 2 + |E φ2 |g 1 |g 2 ,
and we observe that 6 eigenstates among 8 eigenstates (except E 1 and E 4 eigenstates that are not entangled) are entangled in energy bases. It is noticable to underline that all 8 energy eigenstates are entangled in position based representation what was pointed for the case of all E p values corresponding to nodes in 2 different qubits. The quantum state dynamics of the system QC 1 −EC −QC 2 can be written as
where normalization relation takes place|c e1 | 2 + .. + |c e8 | 2 = 1, where eigenergy states are orthonormal so E k | |E s = δ k,s .
IV. ESSENCE OF THE QUANTUM COMMUNICATION BETWEEN QUBITS ENTANGLED BY ELECTROMAGNETIC CAVITY OVER
BIG DISTANCE
We have observed the entanglement between neighbouring qubit and electromagnetic cavity (EC). This entanglement between Qubit 1 and EC as well as entanglement between Qubit 2 and EC will lead to entanglement between Qubit 1 and Qubit 2 . Such reasoning can be generalized for the case of N-qubits entangled to one electromagnetic cavity (EC). Let us exercise the possible communication scheme by the use of projectors. Let us enforce the qubit 1 to be in the excited state what can be achieved by the use of one antenna (as left antenna from Fig.2 ). It requires delivery of certain electromagnetic pulse by the antenna 1. This pulse will also bring some secondary effect on qEC as well on another further qubit. However due to the simplifications in the conducted analysis we will neglect the secondary effects. In such case the projector becomeŝ
Let us exercise the acting ofP e1 operator on quantum state |ψ = |E 2 = 1 N2 (−( g1 g2 e i(−d2+d1) |E φ1 |g 1 |e 2 + |E φ1 |e 1 |g 2 ) so we obtain the quntum state after bringing first qubit into exicted state as |ψ 1 =P e1 |ψ = |e 1 |g 2 . Therefore determination of quantum state of first qubit 1 to be excited state immediately pushes the second qubit into the ground state. It is the central principle behind the quantum communication. Probability of getting the excticted state among qubit 1 is (1/N 2 ) 2 so the same is probabilty of getting second qubit to be in the ground state. Automatically probability of obtaining the ground state of first qubit is 1 − (1/N 2 ) 2 ) what implies the probability of the second qubit in the excited state.
V. CONCLUSIONS
By imposing occupancy of energetic state on one position based qubit entangled to the radiation coming from quantum coherent resonant cavity we are enforcing other qubit to change its state accordingly. It can be the base for the quantum communication and quantum internet. The generalization of the reasoning for N qubits coupled to the resonant cavity as by superconducting waveguide (that has high quality factor) is quite straightforwad. In most considerations we need to go beyond rotation phase approximation. The concept of quantum internet was shown in this work. The more detailed picture requires taking into account various effects as decoherence processes that drive the quantum position base qubit out of its coherence as well as decoherence processes that destroy the coherence of qEC (quantum Electromagnetic Cavity). It is quite important to underline that in order to bring interaction of qEC with position based qubit we need to place the position based qubit either in the interior of qEC or in the proximity to the qEC. In the first case bringing the position based qubit into the interior of qEC we are changing the resonant modes of the qEC and we are thus naturally brining addition decoherence to the qEC. In the second case in order to force the interaction between qEC and position based qubit we need to make the whole in the qEC wall. There is non-zero electromagnetic radiation emitted outside from that hole what brings the internal decoherence to the qEC. The bigger the hole is the stronger can be the interaction between position based qubit and qEC. Therefore, the presented mathematical results shall be treated as preliminary work on implementation of quantum communication in position based qubits. In the conducted work the simplistic approach is attempted as we are using tight-binding model for the description of position based qubits or simplistic model for the matter-radiation interaction. This methodology shall be extended to take into account the Schroedinger description of the position based qubits as more refined Quantum Electrodynamical Models and thus it is the subject of future work. The presented results open perspective for implementation of quantum Internet of Things devices. However, it shall be stressed that conducted considerations are implementable when semiconductor qubits are quantum coherent and when electromagnetic cavity maintains quantum coherence as well as when there is quantum interaction between position based qubits and quantum electromagnetic cavity. It is achievable at very low temperatures as in range of 10mK. Quite obviously we can extend the presented results for quantum waveguide interacting with position based qubits, since waveguide is special case of electromagnetic resonator.
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